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Run PCA on charts

Converge to an Atlas

Assign points to charts

Initialise using a
RANSAC like
approach

with an excess of
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proposals

We discard
unneeded
charts using
graph-cuts and
refine the chart parameters by rerunning PCA for each chart.

Repeat till
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Semi-Supervised Learning on MNIST
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Many datasets in Machine Learning are high-dimensional
- Curse of Dimensionality (Bellman 1957)

Standard Manifold Learning for Classification underperfoms
- explicitly finds a single global mapping of the data
- seeks an unwrapping: not always possible

- preserves numerical properties:
  vulnerable to noise

Learning on High-Dimensional Data
Manifold Learning (ML) for compact
representation
- exploiting the intrinsic nature of data 

Unwrapping the data manifold is
an unnecessarily hard problem
- Instead, it can be characterised in the original space
  by a set of locally low-dimensional charts.

Atlas (Pitelis et al. CVPR 2013)
- does not require unwrapping 
- can learn closed manifolds
- preserves coarse topological properties: 
  much more robust to noise

Atlas, a set of overlapping affine charts

Characterises the manifold directly in the original space
The number and size of charts locally adapt to noise,
manifold geometry, and sampling properties
Formulated as a hybrid continuous/discrete optimisation of 
fitting the local charts and assigning points to them
Solved as a combination of graph-cut optimisation and PCA

Optimisation Classification
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Boths subproblems minimise the reconstruction error:

1-NN look-up in each chart independently
instead of performing 1-NN classication in 
the unwrapped space

Better than standard ML+1NN but still not 
good enough

where zx is the set of charts associated with point x, and Ei 

the reconstruction error for point x belonging to chart ci

Desirable Properties of a Learning Algorithm

Given a manifold an ideal classier should:
- generalise strongly in directions tangent to the manifold
- generalise poorly with respect to directions orthogonal to 
  the manifold

Intuition for Semi-Supervised Learning

Plausible directions for
kernel generalisation

Inappropriate direction
for generalisation
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Data from different classes typically lies in different regions
of the manifold and are often separated by regions 
containing few samples

The obvious Hard Assignment Kernel
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Approximation of the manifold

With more charts the manifold approximation is
better but the classifier generalisation is poorer.

To avoid this trade-off we learn kernels that 
smoothly vary along the transition between charts.

Learning Kernels from multiple charts

Each element of the Kernel is computed based on 
multiple charts rather than a single one:

this is a natural softening of H.

Ei is the distance of
point x to chart ci

Weighting of the Kernels
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Properties

Chart-based Kernels

Are the desirable properties achieved?

Comparison of standard RBF with chart-based RBF kernel

Efficient approximation of the Kernel
- explicit calculation of Ki

x,y  only if ci 

  is one of the 10 closest
  subspaces for both x and y.

RBF with large σ RBF with small σ Adaptive chart-based RBF

Classification performance on MNIST varying the proportion of
labelled data, with the same Atlas of local dimensionality 30,
λ = 100, and k = 2, containing 835 charts.

The huge improvement on classification error, especially
for very few training samples, shows how powerful the 
manifold structure is.

1/100 of the training data is only 600 labelled points.

Comparison with Semi-Supervised methods

With 100 labelled points, the extreme sparsity of the training
data requires a simpler Atlas with fewer charts. For this, we
set λ = 1000, resulting in an Atlas with 207 charts.

Supervised Learning
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Decision boundary
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Decision boundary
conforming to the
manifold structure

Our Chart-based Kernels outperform
- Manifold Learning + 1NN or Linear/RBF SVMs 
- Local Coordinate based SVMs
- Multi-class kernel-based SVMs

Isomap unwrapping of a Swiis Roll
          with Gaussian noise mathematical definition of a manifold as an atlas
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